
  

 

Abstract—Kinematic calibration is of great significance to the 

application of handling robot in the field of stamping industry. 

In this paper, a novel kinematic calibration method of a 5-DOF 

handling robot is proposed based on optimal trajectory plan-

ning. In order to illustrate our independently developed me-

chanical structure composed of three rotary joints and two 

translational joints, the forward kinematic model is constructed 

using the MDH method. And then, we establish the error model 

according to the difference between the theoretical position and 

actual position of robot end effector. Furthermore, a low cost 

vision measurement system is designed with single camera and 

self-designed target, while the optimal trajectory for kinematic 

calibration consisted of calibration points is obtained by Genetic 

Algorithm (GA). Finally, two simulation experiments are ex-

ecuted to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of our kinematic 

calibration method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the stamping industry, traditional manual methods are 
gradually replaced by automatic methods. Handling robot 
which is used as automatic feeding and unloading for punch-
ing press is widely used. Like other industrial robots, the re-
petitive positioning precision of handling robot is pretty high, 
while the absolute positioning precision is quite low [1]. The 
development and application of handling robot for stamping 
industry is seriously restricted by its low absolute positioning 
precision. So the research of improving the absolute posi-
tioning precision is of great importance. At present, main 
ways to improve the absolute positioning precision can be 
divided into two types: 

 Error prevention method, the method is realized by 
improving the mechanical design, advancing the 
manufacturing and assembling process to improve the 
precision of robot components. The realization of this 
method needs high precision processing technology. 
Usually the cost of this method is very high. 

 Error compensation method, which is the kinematic 
calibration method. The kinematic calibration is 
needed because the position of robot is based on a 
precise description of the kinematic parameters [2]. 
The kinematic calibration uses advanced measure-
ment method and appropriate parameter identification 
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method to identify the accurate parameters of the 
forward kinematic model, so as to improve the abso-
lute positioning precision. Low cost is the advantage 
of this method and it is currently the most frequently 
used method to improve the absolute positioning 
precision of robot. The steps of kinematic calibration 
are modeling, pose measurement, parameter identifi-
cation and error compensation. The first three steps 
are discussed in this paper. 

At present, the commonly used pose measuring systems 
for robot calibration are the theodolite, the three coordinate 
measuring instruments and the laser tracker [3-5]. The com-
mon disadvantages of these measuring devices are high cost 
and complex measuring procedures. With the development of 
machine vision, visual measurement is gradually used to im-
plement kinematic calibration. P. Renaud et al. [6] used mo-
nocular vision system to perform kinematic calibration for 
parallel robot, and the correctness of the method was verified 
by H4 robot calibration experiment. G. Campion et al. [7] 
made use of 3D analyzer and movable monocular vision sys-
tem to perform kinematic calibration for surgical robot and 
achieved high accuracy. Z. Xie et al. [8] used a single camera 
that was installed on the end effector of robot and fixed plane 
target to complete the calibration of kinematic parameters. 
The method simplified the calibration process and reached the 
mean error of 0.366791 mm. Z. Ying et al. [9] performed 
kinematic calibration for industrial robot based on binocular 
tracking technique. The complex calculation of model was not 
required in calibration and the positioning error was reduced. 
Y. Ding et al. [10] proposed an identification method based on 
monocular camera and 3D target. The method established the 
relationship between the spatial pose and its 2D image map-
ping using four spatial feature points with parallelogram con-
straints. The kinematic calibration was carried out in the Delta 
robot platform. 

The above kinematic calibration systems both use vision 
as measuring means without taking into account  that the 
trajectory consisted of calibration points may influence cam-
era measurement and final calibration precision. In other 
words, the trajectory of robot is not optimized. Besides, the 
above robots are both composed of rotary joints, while the 
robot structures that are composed of rotary joints and trans-
lational joints are rarely involved. 

In order to solve these problems, kinematic and error 
model are established for the independently developed 5-DOF 
handling robot that is formed by the combination of three 
rotary joints and two translational joints. A new monocular 
vision measurement system is designed in this paper. In ki-
nematic calibration, Genetic Algorithm (GA for short) is 
firstly used to obtain the optimal trajectory. Leven-
berg-Marquardt algorithm is used to identify kinematic pa-
rameters. At last, two simulation experiments are carried out 
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in handling robot to validate the correctness of our kinematic 
calibration method. 

Next, the modeling is described in Section II. Section III 
and Section IV provides the detailed design of the pose mea-
surement system and the optimal trajectory for kinematic 
calibration. Simulation experiment and the results are given in 
Section V. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section VI. 

II. MODELING 

A. Kinematic Modeling 

The research objective of this paper is improving the ab-
solute positioning precision of the independently developed 
5-DOF handling robot [11] to 0.2 mm, as shown in Fig.1. The 
handling robot consists of following components: 1. base, 2. 
waist joint, 3, 4. translational joint, 5. elbow joint, and 6. wrist 
joint. Five degrees of freedom are respectively rotational 
motion of the main arm, vertical motion of the main arm, 
parallel motion of the forearm, torsion motion of the forearm 
and rotational motion of the end execution. The kinematic 
model of robot is established by DH method. The link coor-
dinate systems of handling robot are shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 1.  Mechanical structure of handling robot. 
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Figure 2.  Link coordinate system of handling robot. 

TABLE I.  NOMINAL KINEMATIC PARAMETERS OF MDH MODEL 

Link θi /° αi /° ai /mm di /mm βi /° 

1 θ1 0 × × 0 

2 × -90° × d2 × 

3 × 0 × d3 0 

4 θ4 -90° 0 d4=300 × 

5 θ5 0 0 d5=25 × 

The × in Table I means that transformation matrix does 

not contain this parameter. The joint angle of each joint is θi, 
the torsion angle is αi, the length of the link is ai, and the 
connecting link displacement is di, the rotation angle of the Y 
axis βi. 

When adjacent joints are parallel or approximately parallel 
with each other, small changes in the link parameters will have 
a significant impact on link coordinate system parameters [12]. 
So a modified DH model (MDH model) [13] is used to de-
scribe the kinematic. With regard to the handling robot, rotary 
joint 1 is parallel with translational joint 2, while translational 
joint 3 is parallel with rotary joint 4. So the nominal kinematic 
parameters of MDH model are shown in Table I. 

According to the nominal kinematic parameters of MDH 
model from Table I, translation matrix of each link can be 
obtained. The foreword kinematic model of handling robot 
can be obtained by the MATLAB symbolic [14] computing. 

B. Error Modeling 

According to the nominal kinematic model of handling 
robot obtained in Section A, the theoretical position of robot 
end effector p can be described as follows: 

( , , , , )p f θ α a d β .                             (1) 

After manufacturing and assembling, mechanical structure 
of robot will change. It inevitably leads to the difference be-
tween the actual kinematic parameters and nominal values of 
robot [15]. So the theoretical position of robot end effector p 
and the actual position pa will be different. The actual position 
pa can be expressed as follows: 

( , , , , )     ap f θ Δθ α Δα a Δa d Δd β Δβ .     (2) 

where △ θ, △ α, △ a, △ d, △ β are error parameters. 
The error parameters above are usually quite small. By 

using the Taylor formula, ignoring the derivative terms of the 
two degrees or above, the deviation between pa and p can be 
described as: 
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where fifteen dimension kinematic error parameters is: 
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In (3), the error model is nonlinear equations about kine-
matic error parameters. In order to solve the equations, we 
need to generate position information of at least five points 
considering that △ p is a three dimension vector. Next we will 
introduce the vision measurement system and search for the 
optimal trajectory to serve as data set for the error model. 

III. POSE MEASUREMENT 

The most commonly used measurement methods based on 
vision can be divided into monocular, binocular and multi 
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vision. The binocular and multi vision mainly depend on the 
depth information of measuring point. When the distance 
between the vision system and the target is far, measurement 
error is large. It is difficult to meet the requirements of abso-
lute positioning accuracy [16]. Besides, with the increase of 
the number of camera, cost of measurement system increases, 
and the coordinate transformations between cameras bring 
extra error. Therefore, we propose a new type of monocular 
vision measurement system, as shown in Fig. 3. 

The system is composed of a camera and target. A camera, 
which is installed on a tripod, is placed out of the workspace of 
handling robot. The target, which is installed on the end ef-
fector, is composed of a base, three cylindrical supporting 
frames and triangular measuring plane. Three endpoints of 
triangular measuring plane are measuring points. They form 
an equilateral triangle relationship and distances between 
measuring points are known. 
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Figure 3.  Monocular vision measurement system. 

Before measuring, we need to calibrate the camera, and get 
the internal and external parameters matrix. The calibration is 
performed on Camera Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB [17]. 
According to the coordinate system shown in Fig. 3, after 
calibration, camera model can be described as: 
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1 2
M M .                          (5) 

where M1 is the 3*4 internal parameter matrix, M2 is the 4*4 
external parameter matrix, we obtain them by camera cali-
bration. (u, v) is the measuring point’s coordinate in the image 
coordinate system. z

c
 is the measuring point’s z coordinate in 

the camera coordinate system. (x
w
, y

w
, z

w
) is the measuring 

point’s coordinate in the camera world coordinate system. 
When the robot’s position is fixed, equations can be ob-

tained using three measuring points’ camera model and the 
constraints that three measuring points form an equilateral 
triangle and the distances between them are known. Three 
measuring points’ coordinates in the camera world coordinate 
system can be obtained through solving the equations. Robot 
end effector position measurement is realized. 

IV. OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY FOR CALIBRATION 

In kinematic calibration, the selection of calibration points 
directly affects kinematic calibration results. In order to 
achieve high precision results, the first thing needs to do is 
choosing calibration points and optimizing the trajectory of 
robot. 

Firstly, we need to establish the relationship between vi-
sion measurement and the error model. In (5), when kinematic 
error parameters are not considered, camera model can be 
described in non-homogeneous form as: 
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where (x
c
, y

c
, z

c
) is the measuring point’s coordinate in the 

camera coordinate system. (u, v) is the measuring point’s 
coordinate in the image coordinate system. M11 is the 
non-homogeneous form of internal parameter matrix M1. 

When kinematic error parameters are considered, camera 
model can be approximately described as: 
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where (xa
c
, ya

c
, za

c
) is the measuring point’s coordinate in the 

camera coordinate system when kinematic error parameters 
are considered. (ua, va) is the measuring point’s coordinate in 
the image coordinate system when kinematic error parameters 
are considered. 

Considering that robot and camera are stationary, the fol-
lowing equation can be obtained: 

c c
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R T .                  (8) 

where R is the 3*3 rotation matrix, T is the 3*1 translation 
matrix. R is identity matrix. (xa, ya, za) is the measuring point’s 
coordinate in the robot base coordinate system when kine-
matic error parameters are considered. (△ px, △ py, △ pz) is the 
deviation between pa and p in (3). 

The error of the measuring points’ image coordinate can 
be described as follows by (7) - (6) and (8). 
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In some postures of handling robot, small changes in vi-
sion measurement may result in great changes of kinematic 
calibration results. If the trajectory of handling robot is not 
optimized, calibration results may be influenced greatly. In 
order to make all the error parameters well solved, one of the 
cost functions can be the condition number, which reflects the 
pathological degree of matrix, as in (10). Smaller condition 
number means that measurement error has smaller impact on 
the error parameter, which means the calibration accuracy is 
higher.  
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where J is the error coefficient matrix in (4). za1
c
, za2

c
, za3

c
 are 

respectively the target’s three measuring points’ z coordinates 
in the camera coordinate system when kinematic error para-
meters are considered. 

In the image coordinate system, small distances between 
measurement points are not expected. So area of the triangle 
that is formed by the reflection of measuring points in the 
image is used as another cost function, as in (11). 

 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 3 2 1 3 2S abs u v u v u v u v u v u v      .     (11) 

where (u1, v1), (u2, v2), (u3, v3) are respectively the three 
measurement points’ coordinates in the image coordinate. 

We hope that measurement points are not far away from 
the z

c
 axis in the camera coordinate system, so the angles 

between the measurement points and the z
c
 axis in the camera 

coordinate system are the last cost function. 
In this paper, GA is used in the robot’s workspace to find 

the optimal trajectory for calibration. GA is a kind of efficient, 
parallel, global search method, and mainly used for the opti-
mization of nonlinear, multiple model, multiple target and 
other complex system. The advantage is that it is not easy to 
fall into local optimum. It is realized by using the genetic 
algorithm toolbox [18]. 

In this thesis, joint variables are θ1, d2, d3, θ4, θ5. Binary 
code is applied to these variables, and then GA is used for 
iterative search. Evolutionary generation is set to 200. Con-
sidering the mechanical limits of 5-DOF handling robot, the 
value ranges of the five parameters are shown in Table II. 

TABLE II.  VALUE RANGES OF JOINT VARIABLES 

Variable Value range 

θ1 /° -165~165 

d2 /mm 850~1350 

d3 /mm 0~700 

θ4 /° 0~175 

θ5 /° -175~175 

We use the cost functions above to form fitness function 
for GA. The multi-objective optimization problem is trans-
formed into single objective optimization problem by using 
the weight coefficient transform method. Fitness function can 
be described as follows: 

   1 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 3min c c cc cond cond cond c c S             .  (12) 

where cond1, cond2, cond3 are respectively the condition 
number of the three measuring points, as in (10). θc1, θc2, θc3 
are respectively the angle between three measuring points and 
the camera optical axis. S is the area of the triangle that is 
formed by the reflection of measuring points in the image, as 
in (11). c1, c2 and c3 are weight ratio that can be adjusted ac-
cording to the actual situation. The procedure of GA is shown 
in Fig. 4. 

The main working area of handling robot focuses on the 
former half of the whole workspace. So we set the initial pose 
of handling robot as [pi/4, 1100, 0, pi/2, 0], as shown in Fig. 5. 
In the process of optimization, the positional relation of mo-
nocular camera and the robot is shown in Fig. 5. The green 
line is a simplified representation of handling robot, and the 
red dot represents the camera’s position. 

We search for forty interior points in Cartesian space so as 
to cover the main working area as much as possible, and then 

use linear motion to connect neighbor points to construct the 
optimal trajectory for calibration, as shown in Fig. 5, and the 
motion of each joint with time (point number) is shown in Fig. 
6. 
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Figure 4.  The procedure of GA. 

 

Figure 5.  Optimal trajectory. 

 

Figure 6.  The motion of each joint. 
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V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

In (3), the error model is nonlinear and over-determined 
equations about robot kinematic error parameters. In order to 
solve the equations, most commonly used algorithm is the 
least square method. But the least square method usually 
needs large calculation. Therefore, the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm [19-20] is used to solve this problem. It has the 
advantages of fast convergence and strong robustness. We can 
obtain the solution of error parameters by using the following 
iterative equation: 

 
1

1

T T

k k k k k k


  Δδ J J I J Δp .                   (13) 

where λk is damping factor. 
In order to validate the correctness and feasibility of the 

above kinematic calibration method, simulation experiments 
were designed. 

A. Simulation Process 

The process of simulation experiment was: 
STEP1. The values of the error parameters were randomly 

set, as shown in Table III; 

TABLE III.  SET VALUES OF THE ERROR PARAMETERS 

Link △θi /rad △αi /rad △ai /mm △di /mm △βi /rad 

1 0.002638 0.003693 × × 0.00123 

2 × -0.005797 × 0.0184 × 

3 × 0.005499 × 0.0240 0.006221 

4 0.001455 0.001450 -0.0760 -0.0417 × 

5 -0.001361 × 0.0240 0.0530 × 

The × in Table III means that transformation matrix does 
not contain this parameter and there is no need to identify this 
parameter. 

STEP2. The theoretical position of the end effector p was 
calculated according to the joint values from the calibration 
points of optimal trajectory. The actual position of the end 
effector pa was calculated according to the actual kinematic 
parameters that was the combination of the nominal kinematic 
parameters and the set values of the error parameters. △ p0 
was obtained by the difference of pa and p. 

STEP3. The parameters for Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm were set. The initial values of the fifteen error parame-
ters △ δ0 were all set as 0.01. The damping coefficient λ0 was 
set as 1. Then the algorithm was used to identify the kinematic 
error parameters. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm ter-
minated when the running times were more than 100 or the 
position error was less than 1.0×10

-10
, and the identification 

was done. 

B. Results of Simulation I 

Simulation I was performed without considering the pose 
measuring error to validate the correctness of the error model, 
the optimal trajectory and the feasibility of the parameter 
identification algorithm. The changes of robot position error 
with iteration numbers in the identification process are shown 
in Fig. 7. Robot position error is less than the error setting 
value 1.0×10

-10
 after 24 iterative optimizations, and parameter 

identification is done. The identification results and the setting 
values of the error parameters are exactly the same when four 
digits are retained. So the correctness of the proposed kine-
matic calibration method is validated. 

 

Figure 7.  The changes of position error with iterations. 

C. Results of Simulation II 

As in Section IV, small changes in vision measurement 
may result in great changes of kinematic calibration results. In 
order to validate that kinematic calibration using optimal 
trajectory will reduce the changes, Simulation II was de-
signed. 

Simulation II was performed with pose measuring error. 
The random measuring error was set as [-0.1mm, 0.1mm] to 
meet the requirement of 0.2mm absolute positioning precision. 
The calibration points in optimal trajectory obtained in Sec-
tion IV were used to identify the error parameters. Then the 
error parameters were used on test data, which were randomly 
obtained in the main working area, as shown in Fig. 8. 
Meanwhile a random trajectory was used as comparison. 

 

Figure 8.  Test data. 

 

Figure 9.  The position error on test data. 
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TABLE IV.  POSITION ERROR BEFORE AND AFTER CALIBRATION ON 

TEST DATA 

Path Error 
Before calibration 

/mm 
After calibration 

/mm 

 Optimal 

trajectory 
Maximum 5.4600 0.2359 

Mean 4.1723 0.1175 

 Random 
trajectory 

Maximum 5.4600 0.4123 

Mean 4.1723 0.2066 

As shown in Fig. 9, and Table IV, the maximum and mean 
position error on test data using optimal trajectory have re-
duced 95.68 and 97.18 percent. The maximum and mean 
position error on test data using random trajectory have re-
duced 92.45 and 95.05 percent. The maximum and mean 
position error on test data using optimal trajectory have re-
duced greatly and are smaller than the maximum and mean 
position error on test data using random trajectory. As shown 
in Table V and Table VI, because of the random measuring 
error, identification values are different from the set values. 
But the amplitude of variation of identification values with the 
random trajectory is bigger than identification results with the 
optimal trajectory. This proves that kinematic calibration 
using optimal trajectory will reduce the changes and all the 
error parameters are well solved. 

TABLE V.  IDENTIFICATION VALUES WITH THE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY 

Link △θi /rad △αi /rad △ai /mm △di /mm △βi /rad 

1 0.0024 0.0039 × × 0.0008 

2 × -0.0061 × 0.3117 × 

3 × 0.0045 × 2.1625 0.0075 

4 0.0212 -0.1709 0.3551 2.3338 × 

5 -0.3719 × 0.0474 0.3835 × 

TABLE VI.  IDENTIFICATION VALUES WITH THE RANDOM TRAJECTORY 

Link △θi /rad △αi /rad △ai /mm △di /mm △βi /rad 

1 0.0025 0.0045 × × 0.0011 

2 × -0.0071 × 2.1045 × 

3 × -0.0009 × 3.5538 0.0062 

4 -0.1407 -0.2461 -3.6901 3.5716 × 

5 0.4289 × 0.0852 0.4755 × 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the kinematic calibration method of the 

5-DOF handling robot is studied, and the following problems 

are solved: 

1) Based on the independently developed mechanical 

structure that is composed of three rotary joints and 

two translational joints, the kinematic model is es-

tablished using MDH method. Then the error model 

is built. 

2) A low cost vision measurement system based on 

monocular vision is designed. The position mea-

surement of the end effector is achieved by the coor-

dination of camera and target. 

3) The self-developed handling robot is not the me-

chanical structure that can reach all of the posture. 

The optimal trajectory for kinematic calibration is 

obtained using GA in the workspace of handling ro-

bot to ensure high precision kinematic calibration 

results. 

4) Two simulation experiments are designed and the 

results verify the correctness of proposed method. 

The simulation experiments laid a solid foundation 

for subsequent research. 

How to accurately identify the error parameters and im-

prove the efficiency of parameter identification algorithm is a 

worthy problem in the further study. 
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